The FBI

A large partisan divide has opened up in perceptions of the FBI and Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, with both President Trump's efforts. FBI Homepage with links to news, services,
stories and information of interest to the public. Contact Us - Most Wanted - Services - Submit
a Tip.
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The mission of the FBI is to protect and defend against intelligence threats, uphold and enforce
criminal laws, and provide criminal justice services.The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
formerly the Bureau of Investigation ( BOI), is the domestic intelligence and security service
of the United States, and its Director of the Federal Bureau - Deputy Director of the
Federal.The F.B.I. is an American television series broadcast on ABC from to It was
sponsored by the Ford Motor Company, and the characters usually drove Synopsis - Episodes
- Today's FBI.9 hours ago Republicans, once solid backers of law enforcement, have turned
against the FBI in the past year, suggesting that President Trump's attacks on.1 day ago The
FBI over the weekend finally released its Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act applications
for warrants against former Trump aide Carter.9 hours ago A new survey of public attitudes
toward federal agencies finds that partisan differences in views of the FBI have increased
markedly over the.Much More Than a Job The mission of the FBI is to protect the American
people. Special Agents enforce over federal statutes and conduct criminal and.Use experience,
expertise and training to advise the FBI on international and domestic law enforcement and
intelligence investigations, and support the FBI's.From defensive driving to intelligence
collection and evidence analysis, the FBI Academy offers a premiere learning environment for
new Special Agents and.The FBI has a wide variety of career paths for individuals from all
backgrounds and experiences. Explore the options by selecting "View Latest Postings".1 day
ago On a sleepy summer Saturday, after months of stonewalling, the FBI dumped pages of
documents related to the Carter Page FISA.9 hours ago The Pew Research Center finds that
favorable views of the FBI have dropped 16 percentage points among Republicans since early
4 days ago The revelations came the same day Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
discussed how the FBI is ramping up outreach to state elections.Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), principal investigative agency of the federal government of the United
States. The bureau is responsible.The FBI has 41 suspects on its 'Cyber's Most Wanted' page.
The crimes include hacking HBO to get hold episodes of 'Game of Thrones,'
state-sponsored.In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, the FBI was ordered to transform itself from a
law enforcement agency to a national security organization. The transformation and.
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